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Group reach

In co-ordination with our funding partner West Midlands
Combined Authority, for 2020/21 Phoenix Training is pleased
to be able to offer a wide range of training opportunities for
those employed or entering a job within Birmingham*.

Phoenix Training operates out of
the five core Challenge-trg Group
offices and multiple on-site training
hubs across the UK. Our partners
appreciate our get-it-done attitude.
It is the cornerstone of our
modern, dynamic, people-focused
business; building for the future as
your integrated partner-of-choice.

Explore our fully funded ‘principles’ courses to develop your
knowledge and gain an insight into a range of industrial sectors,
with no requirement for on-site observation and assessment.

Phoenix Training
Phoenix Wharf, Bolton Street,
Birmingham B9 4HH

Our Level 2 and Level 3 fully funded Diploma courses will
enhance and develop your skillset while you work. Using a
blended learning approach, you will be supported by our
highly experienced trainers and assessors who have many
years’ experience in workplace delivery, while you complete
your learning at a time that suits you through our innovative
Moodle learning platform that is packed with resources and
information to help you study and progress.

Challengetrg.co.uk/phoenix-training

*Subject to eligibility checks
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Leadership

Experience

Gary Cottom
Managing Director

Simon Bladon
Operations Director

A qualified accountant, Gary won the CILT
National award in People Development for
the training he oversaw during his time with a
major distribution business. In 11 years with
Phoenix Training as part of Challenge-trg
Group, Gary has successfully delivered our onsite managed service recruitment strategy. His
positive outlook fully aligns with our peoplefirst culture and can-do attitude.

Simon has been instrumental in delivering Phoenix
Training’s skills academy model - a structure that
incorporates inclusive employability training and
development. The model also offers assistance
to employers in the upskilling provision of their
workforce. Partnering with Government, private
sector and charitable trusts to secure sustainable
work placements and training opportunities for the
unemployed, disadvantaged and inclusively inactive.

Accreditations

Phoenix Training has more than
25 years experience in working
with individuals to improve their
skills, develop their employment
opportunities and increase their
social impact.
Our focus is concentrated on our core skill areas within
Construction and Building, Warehousing & Storage, Team
Leading, Business Administration, Customer Service and
Management. It is this experience and understanding
in these spheres that means we are ideally placed to
support our clients in developing bespoke training to fill
skills gaps in their industry.
The Phoenix Training delivery model is based on identifying
those skills gaps and developing purposeful qualifications.
Through a collaborative approach we will harness the skills
of employers in-house instructors, often mapping training
into induction programmes, providing a cost-neutral
training solution with excellent levels of consistency.
Employers also recognise the emphasis we place on
developing excellent behaviour for employment. Building
learners’ confidence and improving conduct that plays
a huge part in our approach, reflecting and focusing
colleague retention - a costly factor for many businesses.

Certificate of Registration
This document certifies that the Information Security Management Systems of

Challenge trg Group
Have been independently assessed and accredited by Qualitas Veritas to the following
Information Security Management Systems, Standards and guidelines:-

BS EN ISO 27001:2013
This approved Information Security Management System is applicable to the following:General Employment Business and Agency Activities

13/03/2019

Approval date………………………………………………

12/03/2020

Certificate expiry………………………………………….

000637

Certificate number………………………………………..

……………………………………………………………….
On behalf of CDL Group Ltd

Phoenix Training is Ofsted graded.

Awarding bodies
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What we do

Phoenix Training offers an extensive
range of training and support to both
adult learners and apprentices.
As part of the Challenge-trg Group,
we operate across the UK using our own
offices and training locations, on-site
client hubs and in partnership with many
prime providers.

values and a culture of encouraging
personal development, we share a
drive to support people throughout
their journey - especially learners with
significant barriers to employment.

A dedicated, specialist team are
qualified to either level 4 or level 6
in advice and guidance; and offer all
learners the opportunity to obtain
impartial advice and guidance,
discussing appropriate next steps
for learners - including opportunities
external to Phoenix Training.

Where we differ from many providers, is
that our teams ensure, as far as possible,
a direct entry route into employment. In
support of this aim, we also offer clientspecific tailored modules that build in
client values and culture - delivering
colleagues that are made a perfect fit for
existing teams. And for that, we have a
record we are rightly proud of.

Since being awarded a direct ESFA
contract we have broadened our offer
to learners, employers and other
stakeholders. Phoenix Training have
operated as a subcontractor for a
number of prime providers since
inception in 1994 and holds a National
Career Service contract with Shaw
Trust, delivering approximately 3000
sessions annually.

As a business built on strong family
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Course Listing
2020/21

Our models see delivery of a variety of
qualifications closely aligned to local
labour market needs. Typically learners
leave with skills including: Construction
& Building (with CSCS card),
Management, Business Administration,
Customer Service, Fork Lift Truck
licence, Warehousing & Storage, Care,
Security SIA and English & Maths.

Improving Lives, Building Futures
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Construction “Gateway” Course

Title

Industry Sector: Construction

Introducing our free unique
Construction and Building Gateway
programme where you are provided
with the opportunity to gain an insight
into the essential requirements for
working in the Construction and
Building industry. Achieving your Health
& Safety qualification and FREE CSCS
card. Understanding Plant Operations,
Civil Engineering Environmental
Sustainability, and a real insight into
360 Excavator, Bulldozers, Telehandler,
Banksman / Slinger equipment and
much more enables you to pick the
right role for you on a site.

Level 1 Health & Safety and
CSCS Touch screen training
Learners will receive their
CSCS card free of charge.
Added Value pick four course :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skills for working in Construction

“I felt supported and
encouraged throughout my
learning journey. The team of
staff from Phoenix Training
have been excellent! I’m really
proud of my achievement”
10

• Introduction to Construction & Building Industries
• Introduction to working in the
Construction Environment
• The Purpose of Construction & Building Industries
• Job Roles in Construction & Building Industries
( evaluate learners requirements for additional
occupational training i.e:
- 360 Excavator
- Bulldozer
- Ride on Roller
- Muncher
- Telehandler
- Tractor Units
- Articulated Dumper Truck
- Banksman / Slinger
- Confined Spaces
• Introduction to Civil Engineering
• Problem Solving & Behaviours, Team Work &
Resilience in Construction
• Safe Manual Handling

Abrasive Wheels Awareness
Asbestos Awareness
Confined Space Awareness
COSHH Awareness
Electrical Safety Awareness
Fire Extinguisher Awareness
Fire Safety Awareness
Fire Warden / Fire Marshall
Ladder Safety Awareness
Risk Assessment Awareness
Vibration Awareness
Work Equipment Awareness
Working at Height Awareness

Assessment

Level 1 Health & Safety and CSCS Card approval
will be managed through touchscreen training.

Additional Support

All participants will have a one to one meeting
with a National Careers advisor for IAG, CV
support and Interview techniques.

Enquire / Enrol online today

Introduction to
Environmental Sustainability

• Importance of Supporting a Sustainable
Environmental
• 3 Rs of Sustainability Applied in Construction
• Importance of Correct Disposal of Waste
• Working in Construction & Building Environment
• Working with plant & Safety equipment
• Environmental Awareness
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Construction “Gateway” Course

Course Length: 140 GLH online delivery

Suitable for aspiring leaders and
middle management with a wider
span of control and strategic
responsibility. Suitable managers
need to have responsibility for
allocating resources with a degree
of autonomy for making change
within predetermined boundaries
and clearly defined limits where
appropriate. Managers are
expected to be partly concerned
with the day to day operation
of systems , requirements ,
operations and performance. They
may be required to negotiate with
customers and suppliers and could
have the freedom to negotiate
prices. anyone with a degree of
authority for managing resources,
looking to motivate their team.
Completing the qualification

This qualification is available using a flexible
blended learning approach with support
materials and resources available on our
Moodle learning platform. A schedule of virtual
sessions provides access to specialist tutors
across a range of days and times. All of which
will be supported with face to face visits where
you will be provided with the opportunity
to demonstrate your skills for assessment
which is produced by using work generated
product evidence, professional discussion,
expert witness testimonies and audio/video
recordings. Learners are expected to conduct
reading, research and self-study as part of the
programme, applying their learning on a day to
day basis within their job role to improve skills.

Summary of Unit Content

Understanding innovation & change
in an organisation
Explain what you see as the benefits of innovation
and change in a company/organisation. Identify the
barriers to change and innovation in the workplace
and explain what practical ways there are to
overcoming the barriers you have identified.

Course Length: 370 GLH (50 Days approximately) 		

Qualification Body: City & Guilds 		

Industry Sector: Aspiring to be middle leaders and managers

Giving briefings and making presentations
Plan and deliver a briefing or presentation on a
management topic of your choice, evaluate the
effectiveness of your presentation and use the
feedback gathered to identify areas for improvement.
Understanding leadership
Develop the knowledge and understanding of
different leadership styles or behaviours to be
found in the workplace, including understanding
your own preferred leadership behaviours, and
the impact different styles are likely to have on
behaviour of team members. Using feedback
reflect on your own preferred leadership style to
identify how you could modify behaviours or build
upon existing strengths to become more effective
in a leadership role.
Understand how to establish an effective team
Develop knowledge and understanding of how to
establish an effective team to perform and work
together in a positive and constructive manner.
This includes listening to others, treating each
other with respect, empathy, and acceptance of
differences and how they contribute to achieving
effective working relationships within the team.
Understand how to motivate to
improve performance
Understand and describe the factors that affect
motivation levels in the workplace and how
different people appear to be motivated by
different things.

Understanding performance management
Understand the value of performance management
techniques and how to apply them in a fair and
objective manner. Set correct SMART objectives,
performance standards and how to measure
performance against agreed standards, including
how to give effective feedback and understanding
the importance of such feedback.

Understanding negotiation and networking
in the workplace
Demonstrate knowledge of the process of
collaborative negotiation where those with differing
objectives are able to reach a collaborative solution
that is mutually acceptable, using a range of skills
required to influence others whilst remaining calm.
Understand how to lead effective meetings
Explain the purpose of a meeting, the purpose
and structure of an agenda, how to select and
invite the right people to attend the meeting,
what is required prior to a meeting, the roles and
responsibilities of the chairperson, the secretary
and individuals at a meeting, basic meeting
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protocols and procedures, positive and negative
actions that can affect meetings and the purpose
of minutes and action plans.
Understanding support services operations
in an organisation
Understand support services within the context
of your own company/organisation by reviewing
the nature and scope of products and services
required in your workplace, considering the range
of delivery options available to ensure quality and
performance standards are maintained.
Understanding and developing relationships
in the workplace
Understand the development of relationships in
the workplace, showing awareness of the main
concepts that apply to effective communication
and the essential skills required to develop and
maintain relationships at work.

Understanding how to manage remote workers
Develop the knowledge and skills required to
manage a workforce that is working, for at least
part of the time, from more flexible locations,
with more flexible hours of work, greater
autonomy over planning and managing their
own workload and using information technology.
Demonstrate how to modify management skills
to suit remote working methods, how to deal,
with the specific challenges of leading a team
of people who have greater personal autonomy
than in a conventional work situation.

Leading and motivating a team effectively
Understand the need for teams to have a
sense of vision and purpose that reflects the
company/organisation and the role that effective
communication, motivation, individual and team
development play in enabling this to happen.

Improving performance of the work team
Develop an understanding of company/organisational
goals, the team and how to motivate team members
to achieve the goals. Prepare materials for giving
a presentation to your team outlining what the
organisation expects your team to do to achieve their
performance targets. Demonstrate how individual
team members contribute to the team’s objectives
and suggested actions for improvement where
underperformance may occur.

and demonstrate the key stages in planning and
allocating work including how team members
understand the requirements and how the
monitoring towards achievement will address any
underperformance.

Working within organisational and legal guidelines
Understand the requirements of leading a
team lawfully by conducting research into the
basic principles of employment legislation to
demonstrate your understanding of the legal
framework which underpins your company/
organisation’s disciplinary and grievance policies
and procedures.
Using information to solve problems
Using a case study, identify a work-related
problem where using information you will solve the
problem by applying recognised problem-solving
techniques. You will also include what you hoped to
achieve because of solving the problem, the final
objective and the quantitative measures of success
used. Case study examples could include poor
team performance, complaints, or waste issues.
Leading your work team
Explain the differences between and the
importance of both leadership and management.
Explore leadership styles and using a questionnaire
evidence and discuss the results from a survey
of team leaders and/or managers within your
organisation that classify the range of leadership
styles used and how team members are influenced
by their manager’s style of leadership.

Level of Entry

Complete a Maths & English Initial Assessment and
a Skillscan prior to entry, with a recommended level
of entry being Entry Level 1 to Level 2.

Learning & Assessment

• The learner is required to create a Portfolio
of Evidence
• Blended learning, on-Line, virtual study
sessions and face to face visits with their
tutor/assessor

Planning & monitoring work
Develop an understanding of the effective
planning and monitoring of work as required by
a practising or potential team by developing a
project plan to achieve a team or departmental
goal. You will plan and allocate work for a team

Enquire / Enrol online today
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Level 3 Diploma - Leadership & Management

Leadership &
Management

Course Length: 201 GLH (25 Days approximately)

Course Length: 229 GLH (30 Days approximately)

Qualification Body: City & Guilds

Industry Sector: Any customer facing role

The qualification will develop the
knowledge and skills for anyone
who is involved in any customer
focused role in any industry.
Completing the qualification
This qualification is available using a flexible blended
learning approach with learning materials and
resources available on our Moodle learning platform.
A schedule of virtual sessions provides access to
specialist tutors across a range of days and times.
All of which is supported with face to face visits
where you will be provided with the opportunity
to demonstrate your skills for assessment which
is produced by using work generated product
evidence, professional discussion, expert witness
testimonies and audio/video recordings.

Summary of Unit Content

Developing self to achieve targets and goals
Understand how to take ownership of personal
performance and development by identifying your
own role and responsibilities, target, and goals.
Recognise how workloads can be managed and
prioritised and how to obtain feedback on your own
performance using self‐assessment techniques to
set development needs within an agreed personal
development plan that you will monitor, review, and
update as required.

This unit must be started at the beginning of the
course with evidence being generated throughout
until the end of your qualification.
Recognition of regulations and legislation
within own organisation
Understand the use of regulations and legislation so
you are able to identify and understand the use of a
variety of regulations and legislation that applies to
own company, in particular those relating to Health
and Safety, Data Protection, social and digital media
and use of systems, equipment and technology.

Principles of business
Develop an understanding of different types of
organisations/companies, their brand values and
policies and procedures that affect the customer
service role. You will also explore types of
measurement and evaluation tools that are used in
organisations/companies to monitor customer service.

of customer trust. Explore how to treat customers
individually in a way that upholds organisational/
company core values and demonstrate how you
work with others to frequently and consistently
communicate in the interest of helping customers
efficiently, whilst developing your own team
working skills and understanding of good practice.

Providing customer service
Understand the products, services, policies and/or
procedures in your own company so you can make
initial customer contact identifying different needs
and priorities of customers whilst responding to and
managing their expectations.

Managing customer expectations
Understand the needs, priorities, and expectations
of customers and how to manage them. Develop
the ability to make initial customer contact and
handle customers positively and professionally,
offering options which are mutually beneficial to the
customer and the company/organisation. Explore
potential conflict and challenges that could arise and
how to deal with them, along with how and when to
signpost for resolution to meet customer need and
manage their expectations. This also includes the
maintaining of accurate records of customer issues
and the progress to resolution.
Customer service Principles
Understand external factors that influence
companies/organisations, what is meant by the
service offer and the supply chain. Explore the
importance of the link between customer loyalty and
company/ organisational reputation and different
promotional methods used.

Level of Entry

Complete a Maths & English Initial Assessment and a
Skillscan prior to entry, with a recommended level of
entry being Entry Level 3 to Level 1.

Learning & Assessment

• The learner is required to create a Portfolio
of Evidence
• Blended learning, on-Line, virtual study
sessions and face to face visits with their
tutor/assessor.

Contributing to a customer focused experience
Understand different types of customers, who
your own customers are, what is meant by a
customer focused experience and the importance

Enquire / Enrol online today
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Qualification Body: City & Guilds

Industry Sector: Any administrator role

This qualification is suitable for anyone
working in administrative support roles
in public or private sector companies/
organisations who want to improve their
administrative and supervisory skills.

produce, and distribute business documents.

Collate and report data
Develop the knowledge and skills required to collate
and report data.

Handle mail
Develop the knowledge and skills required to handle
mail both incoming and outgoing.

Completing the qualification
This qualification is available using a flexible blended
learning approach with learning materials and resources
available on our Moodle learning platform. A schedule
of virtual sessions provides access to specialist
tutors across a range of days and times. All of which
is supported with face to face visits where you will be
provided with the opportunity to demonstrate your
skills for assessment which is produced by using work
generated product evidence, professional discussion,
expert witness testimonies and audio/video recordings.

Use and maintain office equipment
Develop the knowledge and skills required to use and
maintain office equipment.

Develop a presentation & Deliver a presentation
Understand best practice in developing and be able
to structure a presentation. Prepare for and deliver a
presentation.

Presentation Software
Use software applications to produce effective
presentations, which include a combination of media (eg
images, animation and sound) or information sharing.
Select and use a wide range of intermediate presentation
software tools and techniques effectively to produce
presentations that are at times non-routine or unfamiliar.

Summary of Unit Content

Communication in a business environment
Develop the knowledge and skills required to
communicate in a business environment, produce
written business communications and be able to
communicate verbally in a business environment.

Principles of providing administrative services
Develop an understanding of the company/organisation
and administration of organising meetings, travel,
accommodation, and the management of diary
systems. You will also understand how to use office
equipment and mail services in a business context.
Principles of business document production and
information management
Understand how to prepare and distribute business
documents and how information is managed in
business organisations.

Understand employer organisations
Develop an understanding of organisational structures
and the organisational environment.

Manage personal performance and development
Manage your own performance, time, and workload.
Identify your own development needs and fulfil a
personal development plan.

Develop Working Relationships with Colleagues
Understand how to develop working relationships with
colleagues, and the key principles that underpin effective
team working, along with being able to maintain effective
working relationships with colleagues and working
collaboratively to resolve problems.

Word processing Software
Use a software application designed for the creation,
editing and production of largely text-based documents.
Select and use a range of intermediate word processing
software tools and techniques to produce documents
that are at times non-routine or unfamiliar.
Principles of Customer Relationships
Understand customers and their needs, organisations’
responses to customer relationships and customer
relationship management
Exploring Social Media
Understand the application of social media, the
opportunities and threats associated with using it.

Level of Entry

Complete a Maths & English Initial Assessment and a
Skillscan prior to entry, with a recommended level of
entry being Entry Level 3 to Level 1.

Learning & Assessment

• The learner is required to create a Portfolio of Evidence
• Blended learning, on-Line, virtual study
sessions and face to face visits with their
tutor/assessor.

Enquire / Enrol online today

Produce business documents
Develop the knowledge and skills required to prepare,
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Level 2 Diploma - Business Administration

Business Administration
Level 2 Diploma - Customer Service Practitioners

Customer Service Practitioners

Team Leading
Industry Sector: First Line Manager, Team Leader/Supervisor

Suitable for anyone with a degree of
authority for managing resources,
looking to motivate their team
members as well as achieve
agreed outputs. Develops the core
competences required by team
leaders in today’s dynamic business
world as part of their day to day role.
Completing the qualification
This qualification is available using a flexible
blended learning approach with learning
materials and resources available on our
Moodle learning platform. A schedule of virtual
sessions provides access to specialist tutors
across a range of days and times. All of which is
supported with face to face visits where you will
be provided with the opportunity to demonstrate
your skills for assessment which is produced
by using work generated product evidence,
professional discussion, expert witness
testimonies and audio/video recordings.

Summary of Unit Content

Manage Personal Performance and
Development
This unit develops the knowledge and skills
required to manage personal performance
and development. Upon completion you will be
able to manage your own performance, time
and workload, as well as identifying your own
development needs and creating a personal
development plan.
Communicate Work-Related Information
Communicate work-related information and
the key principles and techniques of workrelated communication enabling you to
communicate work-related information both
verbally and in writing.

Lead and Manage a Team
Develop the knowledge and skills required to
lead and manage a team by being able to engage
and support team members, manage team
performance and deal with problems arising
within a team.

manage the work of teams and the impact of change
management within a team.

Understand Business
Develop an understanding of the business environment,
organisational structures, business planning and
finance within an organisation/company, along
with understanding management responsibilities,
accountabilities, and business reporting.
Develop Working Relationships with Colleagues
Understand how to develop working relationships
with colleagues, and the key principles that underpin
effective team working, along with being able to maintain
effective working relationships with colleagues and
working collaboratively to resolve problems.
Manage Individuals’ Performance
Manage individuals’ performance and how to manage
underperformance in the workplace.

Manage Conflict within a Team
This unit aims to develop the knowledge and skills
required to manage conflict within a team and
introduces learners to the key principles of conflict
management. Upon completion of this unit, learners will
be able to reduce the potential for conflict within a team
and will also be able to deal with conflict within a team.
Understand Customers
Understand different types of customers, the value of
customers and their loyalty.

Negotiate in a Business Environment
Negotiate in a business environment and understand
the principles of negotiation so you can prepare for and
carry out business negotiations.

Level of Entry

Complete a Maths & English Initial Assessment and a
Skillscan prior to entry, with a recommended level of
entry being Entry Level 3 to Level 1.

Learning & Assessment

• The learner is required to create a Portfolio of Evidence
• Blended learning, on-Line, virtual study
sessions and face to face visits with their
tutor/assessor.

Principles of Team Leading
Understand key team leading principles,
leadership styles, team dynamics and team
motivation, along with techniques used to

Enquire / Enrol online today
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Course Length: 99 GLH (20 Days approximately)		

Qualification Body: City & Guilds 		
Industry Sector: Logistics (Warehousing) 		

Suitable for anyone working in a
logistics warehousing & storage
operation where knowledge and
skills development is required in
support of their day to day role.
Completing the qualification
This qualification is available using a flexible
blended learning approach with learning materials
and resources available on our Moodle learning
platform. A schedule of virtual sessions provides
access to specialist tutors across a range of
days and times. All of which is supported with
face to face visits where you will be provided
with the opportunity to demonstrate your skills
for assessment which is produced by using
work generated product evidence, professional
discussion, expert witness testimonies and audio/
video recordings.

Summary of Unit Content

Health, Safety & Security at Work
Taking responsibility for own health, safety
and security, and the monitoring of hazards,
taking action in the event of an incident, raising
the alarm, following correct procedures for
shut down and evacuation, using emergency
equipment correctly and safely monitoring the
workplace for hazards.

Develop Effective Working Relationships
with Colleagues in logistics Operations
Develop working relationships when working,
supporting colleagues and seeking support from
others, reducing conflicts.
Pick Goods in Logistics Operations
Picking goods ready for dispatch or to
assemble orders by identifying the goods, using
appropriate equipment and being aware of
potential problems.
Wrap and Pack Goods in Logistics Operations
Wrap and pack goods by being able to identify
the goods, the correct method and materials
for wrapping and packing to safeguard the
goods during transportation, storage, dealing
with labelling the goods, disposing of any waste
materials generated during the wrapping and
packing process.

Maintain Hygiene Standards in Handling
and Storing Goods in Logistics Operations
Maintain hygiene standards through personal
hygiene and the use of appropriate clothing to
protect the operative, the goods or both. Know
how to maintain hygiene standards and be able
to maintain those standards when handling and
storing goods.

Moving and/or Handling Goods in the
Logistics Operations
Move and/or handle goods within a single
location or between different locations, whilst
identifying hazards that might occur in moving
or handling goods safely.

Check Stock levels and Stock Records
Check stock levels and records as part of
a planned audit or as requested, identify
individual’s roles and responsibilities and
the companies reporting procedures when
undertaking a stock check. Understand the
preparation and process of checking stock levels,
and stock records whilst managing performance
and underperformance in the workplace.
Operate Equipment to Perform Work
Requirements in Logistics Operations
The safe operation of mobile and fixed
equipment, identifying the correct equipment for
the task, ensuring it is safe to use and returned to
the correct place after use.

Level of Entry

Complete a Maths & English Initial Assessment and
a Skillscan prior to entry, with a recommended level
of entry being Entry Level 3 to Level 1.

Learning & Assessment

• The learner is required to create a
Portfolio of Evidence
• Blended learning, on-Line, virtual study
sessions and face to face visits with their
tutor/assessor.

Enquire / Enrol online today
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Level 2 Diploma - Warehousing & Storage Skills

Qualification Body: City & Guilds 		

Level 2 Diploma - Team Leading

Course Length: 201 GLH (25 Days approximately)		

Warehousing &
Storage Skills

Customer Service

Qualification Body: Highfield

Industry Sector: Any Business Administration role in the workplace

The objective of this qualification
is to support anyone looking to
progress into this type of role in
the workplace or new entrants
to an administration job role. The
qualification will allow learners
to develop their knowledge and
understanding of business and
administration, resulting in the
achievement of a nationally
recognised qualification.
Please note, this qualification can be applied to a
range of occupational sectors.
Four Units of study:
• Principles of personal responsibilities and
working in a business environment
• Principles of providing administrative
services
• Principles of managing information and
producing documents
• Principles of contributing to innovation
and change

Summary of Unit Content

Principles of personal responsibilities and
working in a business environment
Within this unit the learner will study about
knowing their employment rights and
responsibilities, understanding the purpose
of health and safety and the requirements for
communicating effectively with others.

Learning will enable learners to understand
how to work with and support colleagues and
how to plan their own work and be accountable
to others. Learners will also understand the
purpose of and how to improve their own
performance in a business environment, along
with the types of problems that may occur in a
business environment and how to deal with them.

Principles of providing administrative services
Within this unit the learner will understand how
to make and receive telephone calls, handle mail,
how to use different types of office equipment
whilst keeping waste to a minimum in a business
environment.
They will understand the purpose of reception
services and how to follow the procedures
whilst determining how to make arrangements
for meetings, understand the procedures for
organising travel and accommodation, diary
management and the purpose of delivering
effective customer service.

Principles of managing information and
producing documents
Within the principles of this unit learners
will understand the purpose of information
technology in a business environment, how to
manage electronic and paper-based information,
understand the purpose of producing documents
that are fit-for-purpose and the procedures to be
followed when producing documents.
Principles of contributing to innovation
and change
Within this unit the learner will understand the
purpose of innovation in a business environment
and how to contribute to it. They will determine
the reasons for and the implications of change
in a business environment, whilst understanding
the process of change in a business environment

Course Length: 13 Credits - 115 GLH
Qualification Body: Highfield

Industry Sector: Any customer facing role

The objective of this qualification
is to support anyone looking to
progress into this type of role, those
who wish to improve their knowledge
and new entrants to a customer
facing role in the workplace.

The qualification provides
learners with the knowledge and
understanding in customer service
for learners who deal, or intend
to deal, with customers on a daily
basis as part of their job role. The
qualification is applicable to a variety
of work environments and covers
topics such as delivery of effective
customer service and supporting the
customer service environment.
Two Units of study:
• Delivery of Effective Customer Service
• Supporting the customer service
environment

Summary of Unit Content

Delivery of Effective Customer Service
Within this unit the learner will understand how
customer needs and expectations are formed.
The principles of responding to customer
problems or complaints. Learners study how
to identify the interpersonal and team working
skills required in a customer service environment
and identify the legislation which supports the
customer service process.

Supporting the customer service environment
This unit enables the learner to apply the
practical skills required to deliver effective
customer service. Learners will demonstrate how
to meet customer needs and expectations and
how to effectively communicate with customers.
They will finally evidence how they will develop
themselves and apply customer service
improvements.

Level of Entry

Complete a Maths & English Initial Assessment
prior to entry, with a recommended level of entry
being Entry Level 3 to Level 1.

Learning & Assessment

• The learner is required to create a Portfolio
of Evidence
• Available On-Line

Level of Entry

Enquire / Enrol online today

Complete a Maths & English Initial Assessment
prior to entry, with a recommended level of entry
being Entry Level 3 to Level 1.

Learning & Assessment

• The learner is required to create a Portfolio
of Evidence
• Available On-Line

Enquire / Enrol online today
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Level 2 Certificate - Customer Service

Course Length: 13 Credits - 104 GLH

Level 2 Certificate - Principles of Business Administration

Principles of Business
Administration

Team Leading Principles
Industry Sector: Any Team Leader/Supervisor Role

The objective of this
qualification is to support
anyone looking to progress into
this type of role or new entrants
to a Team Leader/Supervisor
position in the workplace.

The qualification allows learners
to develop their knowledge
and understanding of a team
leading role, resulting in the
achievement of a nationally
recognised qualification. This
qualification can be applied to a
range of occupational sectors.

Topics covered include team
leading responsibilities,
managing yourself and providing
direction to your team and
communicating information and
knowledge in the workplace.
Three Units of study:
• Team Leading Responsibilities
• Managing yourself and providing direction
to your team
• Communicating Information and Knowledge
in the Workplace

Summary of Unit Content

Team Leading Responsibilities
Within this unit the learner will develop their
understand of how to develop productive
working relationships with colleagues,
communicate effectively with colleagues, how to
manage conflict, the importance of information
exchange and feedback and equality and
diversity in working relationships.

Managing yourself and providing direction
to your team
The learner will develop and understand
the principles of resource management and
managing resources, how to plan and undertake
development effectively whilst understanding
how to monitor their own development.

Throughout the learning a developed
understanding of how to identify team leading
qualities, the importance of planning within team
leading along with leadership styles and ways of
motivating, supporting and encouraging teams
as well as how to manage conflict and difficulties
when leading a team.

Communicating Information and Knowledge in
the Workplace
The learner will develop an understanding of
how to identify information required and its
reliability for communication, communication
techniques and how to communicate effectively
with colleagues. Along with understanding how to
adapt communication techniques and methods
with teams.

Course Length: 14 Credits - 140 GLH
Qualification Body: Highfield

Industry Sector: Logistics (Warehousing)

The qualification is aimed at
individuals who are interested in
working within the logistics sectors,
in particular a warehousing and
storage environment.
Subject topics include,
understanding how to receive and
store goods and materials, process
orders and dispatch goods, deliver
effective customer service, health,
safety, security and legislation and
how to be an effective team worker.
One Unit of study:
• Warehousing and Storage Principles

Summary of Unit Content

Warehousing and Storage Principles
Within the units the learners will study and
develop their understanding of how to process
orders and dispatch goods, how to deliver
effective customer service, related Health,
Safety, Security and Legislation and how to be an
effective team worker.

Level of Entry

Complete a Maths & English Initial Assessment
prior to entry, with a recommended level of entry
being Entry Level 3 to Level 1.

Learning & Assessment

• The learner is required to create a Portfolio
of Evidence
• Available On-Line

Learners will understand how to plan and allocate
work for a team, how to lead team members to
achieve team objectives, how to monitor and
evaluate the performance of team members and
understand how to manage conflict when leading
a team.

Enquire / Enrol online today

Level of Entry

Complete a Maths & English Initial Assessment
prior to entry, with a recommended level of entry
being Entry Level 3 to Level 1.

Learning & Assessment

• The learner is required to create a Portfolio
of Evidence
• Available On-Line

The study of understanding styles and ways of
motivating, supporting and encouraging teams
along with how to manage conflict when leading a
team with how to identify work-related difficulties
and finding potential solutions are all leadership
skills included.

Enquire / Enrol online today
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Level 2 Certificate - Warehousing & Storage Principles

Qualification Body: Highfield

Level 2 Certificate - Team Leading Principles

Course Length: 13 Credits - 55 GLH

Warehousing &
Storage Principles

Qualification Body: Aim Awards

Industry Sector: Entry to the workplace

The Employability qualification is
designed for individuals seeking to
build their confidence and self-esteem
as they prepare for entry into the
workplace. The qualification provides
an insight into the skills and attributes
required by employers whilst enabling
learners to improve their own
employability, self-development and
social awareness.
Six Units of study with a Controlled
Assessment for each unit
• Equality & Diversity
• Internet Safety for IT Users
• Understanding how to be Successful
• Customer Service Skills
• Health & Safety
• Introduction to Transport & Logistics Industries

Summary of Unit Content

Equality & Diversity
Within this unit the learner will explore the
associated legislation, be able to recognise Equality
& Diversity in action within the workplace, along
with how the law impacts on Equality & Diversity and
what expectations there are on the workplace to
meet such legislation.

Customer Service Skills
This unit explores the benefits of good customer
service and the potential impact of providing poor
service. How to make a positive first impression and
why it is important. What is verbal and non-verbal
communication and the impact it may have on the
customer experience, along with how to respect
customers and deal with their complaints.

Health & Safety
In this unit the learner will explore potential hazards
and risks. The requirements for conducting a Risk
assessment, what is the Health & Safety at Work Act,
the use and purpose of a range of fire extinguishers,
the Electricity at Work Act, COSSH requirements in
relation to working with chemicals and other hazards.

Level of Entry and
Learning & Assessment

Complete a Freewriting Initial Assessment
prior to entry.

• A Controlled assessment for each Unit of Study
• Controlled assessments are completed in a
virtual Controlled assessment environment
where learners book a suitable date and time to
complete the controlled assessment through the
on-line booking form.
• Suitable computer equipment with audio and
video capability is essential.

Internet Safety for IT Users
The learner will study how to keep themselves,
their information and documents safe when
working on-line. They will explore why it is
important to keep software up-to date, the
importance of backing up files and the wi-fi
configurations necessary to ensure equipment is
protected and remains safe to use at work.

Enquire / Enrol online today

Understanding how to be Successful
Learners will study the requirements for completing a
successful interview, know what underpins success
and how to apply techniques to be successful, along
with exploring applications that assist the individual
when writing.

Skills for Working in the
Construction and Building Industries
Course Length: 130 GLH

Qualification Body: Aim Awards
Industry Sector: Construction

The qualification is aimed at
individuals who are interested in
working within the Construction
and Building Industries. The course
provides a first insight into the
knowledge and skills required for
working in the Construction &
Building Industries.

You will study on-line at your own pace
as you progress through the units
of study, concluding with Controlled
Assessments arranged via our virtual
controlled assessment room.
Five Units of study with a Controlled
Assessment for each unit:
• Introduction to Construction & Building
• Working in Construction & Building Industries
• Principles of Building Construction
Information Communication
• Environmental Sustainability
• Health & Safety

Summary of Unit Content

Introduction to Construction & Building
This unit allows the learner to explore the
construction and building industry functionality,
job roles and purpose.
Working in Construction & Building Industries
The learner will explore the construction and
building industries for the future, including the
need for skilled labour, including availability of
jobs and potential progression opportunities
including how they develop their personal skills
to meet the demand.

Principles of Building Construction
Information Communication
This unit looks at the availability of work-related
information within the industry, including,
working manuals, Health & Safety information,
worker handbooks and who and how they
report to, along with any consideration they
should take towards environment concerns and
working practices.
The learner will also explore creating building
foundations, external walls, floors and
roofs along with consideration taken when
communicating in the workplace.

Environmental Sustainability
This unit explores the overuse of natural
resources considering waste and over usage of
products and their impact on the environment.
Health & Safety
This unit explores the requirements of Risk
Assessment, use of Fire Extinguishers Safe
Manual Handling procedures, electricity in
computers and Working at Heights along
with the associated legislations as well as
considering the general risks within the
Construction & Building industry.

Level of Entry and
Learning & Assessment

Complete a Freewriting Initial Assessment prior
to entry.

• A Controlled assessment for each Unit of Study
• Controlled assessments are completed in
a virtual Controlled assessment environment
where learners book a suitable date and time to
complete the controlled assessment through
the on-line booking form.
• Suitable computer equipment with audio and
video capability is essential.

Enquire / Enrol online today
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Level 1 Certificate - Skills for Working in the Construction and Building Industries

Course Length: 130 GLH

Level 1 Certificate - Employability Skills

Certificate in
Employability Skills

Learner journey: our process flow

Our learner journey that delivers an
end-to-end on boarding and training
strategy to engage, evolve and enrich
the workforce...

Successful
Candidate Unemployed

Pre-Screen

• Basic site Induction –
Safe to go on site

Candidate applies
for a vacancy.

• Health & Safety in the Workplace
• Equality & Diversity
• Customer Service
• Internet Safety

• Introduction to Transport & Logistics
• Achieve a recognised qualification

Complete pre-screen
test and establish
employability status.

Successful
Candidate Employed

Unsuccessful
Candidate

Employability
Programme

Candidate enrols onto Growth Hub,
powered by Moodle. Completes
diagnostic & Phoenix Training
compliance documentation.
Course elements delivered:

Enrolment

Candidate enrols onto
Growth Hub & completes
registration form
and Phoenix Training
numeracy & literacy test.

Candidate falled pre-screen. Refer
candidate to Collaborative Partnership
Network for further development.
Candidate may need further
additional specialist support, partners
can then rework candidate and
re-evaluate at a later date.
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On to
Induction...

Forward to
Apprenticeships

Learner journey: our process flow cont.

Team Leader/Supervisor,
Management,
Recruitment,
Digital,
Accounting,
Human Resource,
plus more

PROBATION
PERIOD
TYPICALLY
12 WEEKS

Induction
Whatever the site, all candidates typically will
complete a site induction. This should include
compliance documentation which will be handled
using Phoenix Training Growth Hub

A performance review around 8 weeks can include
learning achievements – where failure to complete
the course might affect probation outcomes.
This can be an effective way to map meaningful
workplace learning into the probation process

Employed value added learning:
Phoenix Training enrol your
current workforce and upskill

• Level 2 Award in Forklift Truck Operations

Essential training eg.
L1 Warehousing
& Storage

An example of the kind of induction and essential training we
might tailor to a large retailer, is as follows:
Day 1 - Induction / ROLLOP Training
Day 2 - ROLLOP test / AMT Training
Day 3 - Stacking / Picking Training
Day 4 - Picking in pairs, on ROLLOP,
plus classroom-based learning
• Day 5 - Picking on restricted assignments & speaking
and listening assessment

•
•
•
•

Tutor and onsite practicable training/observations

• Achieve a recognised qualification: L1 Warehousing & Storage
• In addition – workers will be enrolled onto
City & Guilds Certificate in English & Mathematics
• Learner progression monitored through Growth Hub
& worker conversations / worker reviews
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Further
Development

Essential Skills
(City & Guilds)

• Functional Skills – English & Maths
(14 week programme 120 mins per week)
this can be a voluntary programme
• Moodle Learning – courses/ resource:
Health & Safety, Equality & Diversity,
Mental Health, Healthy Living,
Drug & Alcohol, Awareness,
Internet Safety, English & Maths,
Pensions, Modern Day Slavery
Additional funded courses:
- Warehousing & Storage L2
- Customer Service L2
- Team Leading L2
- Mental Health First Aid

Distance learning recommended 12 weeks
study & portfolio building – with drop in
tutor support. (Workers can volunteer for
this programme).
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Phoenix Training
Phoenix Wharf, Bolton Street,
Birmingham B9 4HH
Challengetrg.co.uk/phoenix-training

